Since 1996, the bi-annual academic journal *Studia Europaea*, issued by the Faculty of European Studies, has been representing an open arena for promoting research endeavours. Senior as well as junior academics from Europe and from the United States have found in *Studia Europaea* a way of expressing their preoccupations by publishing academic articles that have focused on the European experience and perspectives in various fields of social science.

*Studia Europaea* is looking forward in establishing some long-lasting partnerships for exchanges with academic journals from outside Romania that focus on various fields close to those in which *Studia* is interested. Usually, *Studia Europaea* is prepared to receive articles that are grouped in four sections. The “History, International Relations, and Political Science” section welcomes articles that stress the European perspective of world politics and the analysis of the European political developments. Generally, within the “European Economy and European Information Society” section, *Studia Europaea* invites articles that include analyses and comments concerning the most relevant aspects of the European economy and information technology. The third section, “European Community and Business Law”, brings together articles that refer to the European states and the European Communities and their judicial and institutional organisation, as well as facets of business regulation. The articles within the section “European Culture, Philosophy, and Anthropology” usually concentrate on the cross-cultural European experience, with an emphasis on relations with other cultural areas, such as Asia or the Americas.

Within this exchange programme, *Studia Europaea* welcomes all academic journals that might be interested in enlarging the range of their partnerships. The main purpose of this programme is to promote *Studia Europaea*
and its partners to the academic readers that belong to various research institutes and universities. **Within the framework of the exchange programme, Studia and its partners will mutually send their latest issue**, so as both parts can benefit of the most recent scientific preoccupations in our common fields of research.

The Editorial Officers of academic journals are invited to reply to this **“Call for Publication Exchange”** by writing to one of the members of our Editorial Staff and by attaching to the regular mail or to the e-mail a brief presentation of their academic journal.

*Studia Europaea*

Faculty of European Studies,
1, Em de Martonne St.,
Cluj-Napoca,
Romania

Dr Horia Todoran, htodoran@euro.ubbcluj.ro,
Mr Sergiu Mişcoiu, PhD candidate, miscoiu@yahoo.com
Mrs Laura Herta Gongola, PhD candidate, lauragongola@yahoo.com

*Studia Europaea* is greatful for the interest that you had in reading this **“Call for Publication Exchange”** and is looking forward to extend our dialogue and collaboration.